Southern Italy – Puglia, Basilicata, Campagna
(possible itinerary highlights)

— Spend a week at the seaside in Puglia at a traditional masseria (a restored farm estate) or a private villa

— Immerse yourself in a full day of hands-on cooking

— Visit the whitewashed hill towns of Puglia with a dynamic local guide, stopping to wander among the 1,000-year-old olive groves and a private tour at one of Puglia’s best olive oil producers

— Travel to Matera in Basilicata – a UNESCO World Heritage site – and hike the dramatic ridge overlooking the city before exploring this remarkable town that was once the ‘shame of Italy.’

— Board a private motor yacht to cruise the Amalfi Coast between Positano and Amalfi

— Hike the less-traveled stretches of the Path of the Gods (Il Sentiero degli Dei) high above Amalfi’s dramatic coastline

— See stunning Paestum, once part of Magna Grecia
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